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The Voice of the People
Communicative Practices of Popular Political Engagement in the 
Netherlands, 1950s–1960s*
This article discusses how interaction between politicians and the people shaped Dutch 
political culture in the 1950s and 1960s. First, a range of communicative practices will be 
mapped through which politicians and the people interacted, practices to which historians 
have hitherto paid scant attention in their studies on post-war political history: the letters 
citizens sent to politicians, their notes placed in suggestion boxes, surveys that polled 
 popular opinion and the questions people addressed to politicians live on television. I will 
analyse how, through these practices, both politicians and the people they represented ar-
ticulated new notions of democracy and political representation. Second, based on a unique 
set of sources – the letters people addressed to Prime Minister Jo Cals after his forced 
resignation in October 1966 – I will delve deeper into the question of how citizens made 
sense of politics and political representation amidst this transformation of Dutch political 
culture.
Historians interested in studying the participation of citizens in modern parliamentary 
democracies have hitherto focused mainly on collective forms of political engagement. In 
a reFent stud\ tKe Kistor\ of dePoFraF\ is defined as a ªKistor\ of SraFtiFes tKat Zere of-
ten used simultaneously in order to organize democracy«, which suggests that practising 
democracy was a collective act.1 For much of their historical trajectory, parliamentary de-
mocracies have indeed been marked by a culture of popular participation through collec-
tive action and mass mobilisation. For one, the rise of parliamentary democracy as a po-
litical system in the 19th century was connected to the activities of voluntary associations 
tKat ªstiPulated Fitizens to redefine tKeir relation to tKe state forge neZ SolitiFal identi-
ties and negotiate the boundaries of what was considered politics«.2 Moreover, towards 
the end of the 19th century, mass political parties emerged across Europe and soon  started 
to dominate parliamentary politics.3 Political participation beyond the institutional frame-
work of party and parliament has been mostly studied in its collective, activist forms, such 
as (mass) demonstrations, strikes and petitions.4 In recent scholarship, the history of col-
lective political participation is often narrated as one of decline. Political parties in par-
ticular have supposedly lost their status as trustworthy intermediaries between politics and 
the people and have merged with the state to such an extent that it is hard to distinguish 
* I would like to thank the participants at the Autorenworkshop in Berlin, November 2017, as well 
as tKe editors of tKe ª$rFKiv für 6ozialgesFKiFKte© for tKeir valuable feedbaFk 7Kanks also go 
to Paul Reef for his assistance in data collection.
1 Henk te Velde / Maartje Janse, Introduction: Perspectives on Political Organizing, in: id. (eds.), 
2rganizing 'ePoFraF\ 5eÁeFtions on tKe 5ise of 3olitiFal 2rganizations in tKe 1ineteentK &en-
tury, Basingstoke 2017, pp. 1–18, here: p. 2.
2 Ibid.
3 Bernard Manin, The Principles of Representative Government, Cambridge / New York etc. 1997.
4 Matthias Reis (ed.), The Street as Stage. Protest Marches and Public Rallies since the Nineteenth 
Century, Oxford / New York etc. 2007; Lisa Keller, Triumph of Order. Democracy and Public 
Space in New York and London, New York 2009; Belinda Davis, What’s Left? Popular Political 
3artiFiSation in 3ostZar (uroSe in $H5   SS ² Stefan Jonsson, Crowds and 
Democracy. The Idea and Image of the Masses from Revolution to Fascism, New York 2013.
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between the two. This leaves citizens feeling abandoned and alienated from the political 
sphere.5
In this essay, I aim to move beyond this narrative of decline. In order to achieve a  proper 
understanding of the relationship between politics and the people in post-war democra-
cies, we need to delve deeper into practices of popular participation in and engagement 
with politics beyond the framework of party, protest march or picket line. In 2013, taking 
stock of the state of research in political history, Willibald Steinmetz and Heinz-Gerhard 
HauSt FonFluded tKat ªgovernPents PonarFKs Sarties or SarliaPents >«@ still get tKe 
bulk of the attention«.6 My aim is to add to an emerging body of work that approaches 
politics ›from below‹, from the perspective of ordinary citizens. One might argue that ›from 
below‹ does not quite capture the essence of this new scholarship, which actually  focuses 
Pore on tKe interaFtion betZeen SolitiFians and tKe SeoSle on tKe Follision of ªtZo ver\ 
seSarate Zorlds >«@ tKe forPal SolitiFal Zorld of ¿reSresentation¾ and tKe inforPal Soliti
cal world of everyday life«.7 This collision took place in a range of arenas. Citizens en-
gaged in SolitiFs in tKe Fonfines of tKeir oZn KoPes for instanFe b\ Zriting letters to Soli
ticians, but often the interaction between politicians and the people was also highly 
mediated: from the late 1950s onwards, across Western Europe, television developed into 
one of the most prominent arenas for communication between citizens and the politicians 
who claimed to represent them. Studying this interaction enables me to identify changing 
conceptions of political representation on the part of both politicians and the people. In 
Ker anal\sis of ªSolitiFs as linguistiF SerforPanFe© $ngelika /inke stresses tKat SolitiFal 
identities are not stable and self-evident, but are instead actively constructed and acted out 
through language and behaviour in a range of practices and contexts. She introduces the 
FonFeSts of ªFoPPuniFative SraFtiFe© and ªdoing being© to e[Sress tKe d\naPiF and Ser-
formative nature of identities.8 Both concepts are also helpful to analyse the relationship 
betZeen SolitiFians and tKe SeoSle in tKe first SostZar deFades
From the 1950s onwards, in the Netherlands as elsewhere in Western Europe, the  notion 
of ›the people‹ was fundamentally reconceptualised. In what Bernard Manin has charac-
terised as the era of party democracy – roughly between the late 19th century and the 1960s – 
political representatives had represented the groups constituting society. In the 1950s, this 
idea of society being divided into distinct blocs began to lose force; the structures that had 
enabled politicians and citizens to make sense of the people – of themselves – in terms of 
distinct, homogeneous communities united around identities of class or religion were shift-
ing.9 $s a result tKe FonFeSt of tKe SeoSle beFaPe soPeZKat diffuse 7Kis Zas a Soten-
tial danger to tKe stabilit\ of SarliaPentar\ dePoFraF\ $fter all tKe stabilit\ and legiti-
macy of a representative system depends on the ability of politicians to translate the abstract 
notion of the people into meaningful categories to which both politicians and the people 
5 For a historical analysis of the development of the relationship between party and state, see John 
Keane, The Life and Death of Democracy, London 2009; Pepijn Corduwener, Institutionalizing 
the Democratic Party-State: Political Parties as ›Public Utilities‹ in Italy and West Germany, 1945–
75, in: European Review of History 25, 2018, pp. 101–120; Peter Mair, Ruling the Void. The Hol-
lowing of Western Democracy, London 2013; Colin Crouch, Post-Democracy, Cambridge 2004.
6 Willibald Steinmetz / Heinz-Gerhard Haupt, The Political as Communicative Space in History: 
7Ke Bielefeld $SSroaFK in Willibald Steinmetz / Ingrid Gilcher-Holtey / Heinz-Gerhard Haupt (eds.), 
Writing Political History Today, Frankfurt am Main / New York 2013, pp. 11–33, here: p. 20.
7 Jon Lawrence, Electing our Masters. The Hustings in British Politics from Hogarth to Blair, Ox-
ford / New York etc. 2009.
8 Angelika Linke, Politics as Linguistic Performance: Function and Magic of Communicative Prac-
tices, in: Willibald Steinmetz ed 3olitiFal /anguages in tKe $ge of ([trePes 2[ford  SS 
53–66, here: pp. 56 f.
9 Manin, The Principles of Representative Government.
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they claim to represent can relate; categories with which voters can identify. Politicians 
therefore started to look for new ways to develop a connection with citizens and commu-
niFate ZitK tKeP $gainst tKis baFkground in tKe s and s tKe 1etKerlands Zit-
nessed the emergence of a range of practices of communication between politicians and 
tKe SeoSle tKat togetKer gave sKaSe to a neZ SolitiFal Fulture $ltKougK SarliaPent  rePained 
a prominent arena for democratic politics, other arenas emerged that brought politicians 
and the people together in new communicative settings, which the politicians did not neces-
sarily control. Politicians nonetheless played an active role in this transformation by ini-
tiating neZ forPs of interaFtion $Pid FoPSlaints about a groZing divide betZeen Soliti
cians and the people, they acknowledged that performing one’s role as MP by contributing 
to debates in parliament, defending the principles of one’s own party or holding speeches 
for an audience of party members was no longer enough.
Pierre Rosanvallon has argued that with the demise of party democracy, representatives 
Zere no longer e[SeFted to ªPake Sresent© tKe various grouSs in soFiet\ but to ªbe Sres-
ent«. Being present means that representatives were expected to present themselves as un-
derstanding and to soPe e[tent sKaring tKe ever\da\ e[SerienFes of Fitizens tKeir ªtrials 
and tribulations© $ltKougK 5osanvallon Sresents tKis as a ratKer reFent develoSPent tKere 
is plenty of evidence to suggest that already from the 1950s onwards being an MP involved 
a range of practices through which politicians opened themselves up to public input and 
displayed their responsiveness to the issues and concerns on the minds of citizens, as I aim 
to show in this study.10 In the Netherlands as well as elsewhere in Western Europe, the mass 
media – television in particular – played a prominent role both in highlighting the ›gap‹ 
between politicians and the people and in offering arenas for interaction between politi-
cians and the people.
The concept of audience democracy, coined by Bernard Manin, only partially captures 
this new culture of political representation. Citizens were more than the passive consum-
ers of information presented to them through the media, but were instead actively shap-
ing this new political culture.11 Performing one’s role as ›democratic subject‹ also changed. 
In the early post-war years, citizens did so by casting their ballot, placing a poster in their 
window, becoming a member of a political party and occasionally visiting one of its meet-
ings. In fact, doing being a democratic citizen was maybe even more about what people 
did not do. In the post-war years of reconstruction, the repertoire of collective action, such 
as strikes or demonstrations, clashed with the dominant values of hard work, restraint and 
trust in the ability of the democratically elected representatives to redevelop the country 
and Zork toZards an afÁuent soFiet\12 From the mid-1950s onwards, however, being a 
democratic citizen came to encompass a range of practices of popular engagement. Some 
of these were collective in nature, while others were the acts of individual citizens seek-
ing interaction with their political representatives. Taken together, these practices expressed 
a growing sense of self-awareness and assertiveness among Dutch citizens.
7Ke first Sart of tKis artiFle disFusses ZK\ and KoZ SolitiFians started to look for neZ 
forms of communication with the people they represented throughout the 1950s and 1960s. 
Research is based on the archives of political parties, particularly the minutes of the meet-
ings of party committees that discussed communication strategies, and the discussion of 
10 Pierre Rosanvallon 'ePoFratiF /egitiPaF\ ,PSartialit\ 5eÁe[ivit\ 3ro[iPit\ 3rinFeton  
p. 188.
11 Manin, The Principles of Representative Government.
12 Kees Schuyt / Ed Taverne, 1950. Welvaart in zwart-wit. De Nederlandse wederopbouw in 12 
beelden, The Hague 2004; Harm Kaal, Popular Politicians: The Interaction between Politics and 
Popular Culture in the Netherlands, 1950s–1980s, in: Cultural & Social History 15, 2018, URL: 
KttSsdoiorg! >@
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new forms of communication in the press. In the second part of this article, I use the con-
troversial resignation of Prime Minister Jo Cals in October 1966 as a lens through which 
to explore the transformation of Dutch political culture in the 1950s and 1960s. This in-
cludes both an in-depth analysis of how citizens perceived and made sense of parliamen-
tary politics and political leadership and an assessment of the role played by the mass me-
dia – TV in particular – in shaping these perceptions. Here, research is based on the letters 
citizens sent to Cals following his resignation and the manner in which his resignation and 
its aftermath were treated on television and in the press.
I. PRACTICES OF POPULAR POLITICAL ENGAGEMENT IN THE 1950S AND 1960S
In the Netherlands, the political culture of the early post-war years was marked by  restraint, 
trust in the political system and, given the recent experiences of political extremism, dis-
trust of forms of interaction and representation that deviated from the formal institutions 
and procedures of democratic, parliamentary politics. Political elites did not perceive de-
mocracy as government by the people, but for the people, people who had placed their 
trust in their elected representatives.13 The Netherlands were an example of the broader 
political culture of the early post-war decades in Western Europe, which Martin Conway 
Kas FKaraFterised as ªneat Fontrolled and ever so sligKtl\ boring© ,n an age of ªPuted 
tePSer© governPents Zere doPinated b\ ªPiddleaged and PiddleFlass Pen in suits© 
ZKo ruled in ªrelative anon\Pit\©14 Distance marked the relationship between politicians 
and the people they represented. In countries like Britain and the Netherlands, both poli-
ticians and the press increasingly started to identify this as a problem in the 1950s.15 One 
of the main reasons for this was fear for the impact of the rise of an industrialised, mass 
society on the relationship between politicians and the people. Intellectual and political 
elites had begun to link this social trend with feelings of alienation, disengagement and 
isolation.16 $gainst tKis baFkground tKe distanFe betZeen SolitiFians and tKe SeoSle turned 
froP a ke\ asSeFt of SostZar dePoFratiF SolitiFs into a PaMor ÁaZ of tKe s\steP ,n a 
Dutch Catholic newspaper, the language and behaviour of politicians was, for instance, 
FritiFised for being too ªaFadePiF© ZKiFK suSSosedl\ resulted in a loss of interest in Soli
tics among ordinary citizens.17 In response to this, Dutch politicians started to look for new 
Za\s to FonneFt ZitK Fitizens 7Ke\ first of all FonFluded tKat aFtive FiviF engagePent 
Zas needed in order to Freate and Paintain a ¿KealtK\¾ dePoFraF\ $ttePSts to SroPote 
democratic forms of participatory citizenship often had a paternalistic undertone and have 
been characterised as examples of guided self-development:18 political and social elites 
were offering citizens practices through which they could enact their democratic citizen-
ship.19 Second, politicians concluded that they had to change as well, that they had to open 
themselves up to input ›from below‹ and be transparent when it came to decision-making 
and opinion-formation within political parties or other civil society organisations.20 Dis-
13 Wim de Jong, Van wie is de burger? Omstreden democratie in Nederland 1945–1985, Nijmegen 
2014, p. 122.
14 Martin Conway, Democracy in Postwar Western Europe: The Triumph of a Political Model, in: 
EHQ 32, 2002, pp. 59–84, here: pp. 59 f.
15 Lawrence, Electing our Masters, pp. 154 f.
16 Schuyt / Taverne, 1950. Welvaart in zwart-wit, pp. 383 f.
17 Nederland stemt degelijk en zonder opwinding, in: De Tijd, 14.6.1952.
18 Kaal, Popular Politicians.
19 Schuyt / Taverne, 1950. Welvaart in zwart-wit, p. 384; De Jong, Van wie is de burger?, pp. 120 f.
20 Ibid., pp. 144 f.
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playing responsiveness to the ideas and issues on the minds of ordinary people turned into 
a core democratic value.21
One of the practices that gave shape to a more engaged, participatory political culture 
was the suggestion box (ideeënbus in Dutch). These boxes were far from a new invention, 
but in tKe s tKe\ Zere soPetKing of a Fraze in tKe 1etKerlands ([Serts in tKe field of 
management and organisational sociology promoted suggestion boxes as an excellent tool 
to counter workplace alienation caused by functional specialisation, to bring workers and 
management closer together, and to stimulate the development of a critical attitude, inde-
pendent thinking and a sense of commitment to the organisation among employees.22 The 
boxes tied in with the discourse of post-war reconstruction as a joint responsibility of so-
Fiet\ at large ever\bod\ froP tKe sKoS Áoor to tKe boardrooP Zas e[SeFted to  Fontribute 
for the greater good of society. They soon also popped up in the political sphere. In the 
mid-1950s, they were introduced at several government agencies, and a couple of years 
later the national government hosted an exhibition in The Hague of the inventions and im-
provements which had been achieved thanks to suggestions handed in by dedicated civil 
servants.23 ,n  insSired b\ its $ustrian sister Sart\ tKe ª3artiM van de $rbeid© 3vd$ 
introduFed a ªsuggestion bo[ of dePoFraF\© (Ideeënbus der democratie): the Dutch  social 
democrats distributed more than 300,000 questionnaires across the country asking people 
about tKeir oSinion on Furrent soFial and SolitiFal issues 6oPe  forPs Zere filled 
in Postl\ but not e[Flusivel\ b\ SeoSle ZKo s\PSatKised ZitK tKe 3vd$24 The social de-
mocrats argued that the boxes were an excellent tool for boosting civic engagement and 
to get people thinking about key political issues.25
In fact, the questionnaire resembled an opinion survey. Querying the public about their 
opinion on the issues of the day formed yet another practice that expressed a new appre-
ciation of the relationship between politicians and the people. Opinion polls based on the 
PetKod develoSed b\ $PeriFan Solling Sioneer *eorge *alluS Zere introduFed in PuFK 
of Western Europe shortly after the Second World War. The proliferation of these opinion 
polls went hand in hand with a new perception of the public and a reconceptualisation of 
the notion of public opinion.26
$t first Pan\ SolitiFians in tKe 1etKerlands Zere soPeZKat Kesitant ZKen it FaPe to 
ePbraFing tKis neZ suSSosedl\ sFientifiF PetKod 6oFial dePoFrats Zere Zorried tKat 
asking people for their opinion on complex issues that were beyond their reach could harm 
tKe s\steP of SolitiFal reSresentation $fter all SarliaPentar\ dePoFraF\ Zas based on 
people’s trust in the competence of their representatives to do what was best in the  interest 
21 See also: Kaal, Popular Politicians.
22 Gerard Groot, Ideeën van personeel vaak zeer waardevol voor bedrijven, in: De Tijd, 25.9.1954; 
Informatienota ›ideeënbus‹ met resultaten met de Ideeënbus-enquete begin 1959, ed. by Neder-
lands ,nstituut voor (ffiFienF\ 7Ke Hague  Handleiding ideesnbus ed b\ id 7Ke Hague 
1963.
23 Centrale ideeënbus-commissie voor de rijksdienst geïnstalleerd, in: Leeuwarder Courant, 
20.10.1954; Rijksideeënbus-tentoonstelling, in: Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, 19.10.1957.
24 -aarverslag 3vd$ ² ,nternational ,nstitute of 6oFial Histor\ ,,6H 3vd$ $rFKive 
inv. no. 2090.
25 Verrassend resultaat, in: Het Parool, 26.2.1958; Wat kwam er uit de ideeënbus der democratie, 
ed b\ 3artiM van de $rbeid $PsterdaP 
26 Anja Kruke, Demoskopie in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland. Meinungsforschung, Parteien und 
Medien ² 'üsseldorf  Laura Beers :Kose 2Sinion" &Kanging $ttitudes to-
wards Opinion Polling in British Politics, 1937–1964, in: Twentieth Century British History 17, 
2006, pp. 177–205; Wim de Jong / Harm Kaal, Mapping the Demos: The Scientisation of the Po-
litical, Electoral Research and Dutch Political Parties, c. 1900–1980, in: CEH 26, 2017, pp. 111–
138.
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of all. If polls were treated as some sort of referendum, it might threaten the position of 
SarliaPent $dvoFates of oSinion Solls on tKe otKer Kand argued tKat Solls served tKe in-
terests of true democrats. First of all, polls confronted politicians with opinions that would 
otherwise have remained unnoticed and could help to counter the claims of demagogues 
that they represented the true will of the people. Second, the practice of an opinion poll as 
such implied that those conducting the poll – say the government or a political party – 
Zanted tKe SubliF to reÁeFt on a set of issues 3olls Fould tKus raise SolitiFal aZareness 
and engagement, encouraging people to examine these issues and form their own opinion 
on them.27
In the end, the advocates prevailed. In the 1960s, all major Dutch political parties  started 
to commission opinion research in an attempt to get an answer to the great question that 
FaStivated tKeP all KoZ Fan Ze reFonneFt ZitK voters" $s far as tKe tZo PaMor 'utFK So-
litiFal Sarties Zere FonFerned ² tKe soFial dePoFratiF 3vd$ and tKe ª.atKolieke Volks
SartiM© .V3 ² eleFtion results sKoZed tKat Pobilizing tKeir ¿oZn¾ SolitiFal FoPPunit\ 
united around a shared class or religious identity, was no longer bringing in the results 
tKe\ e[SeFted not ever\ ªregistered© &atKoliF suSSorted tKe &atKoliF Sart\ .V3 and not 
ever\ ZorkingFlass voter Fast Kis or Ker ballot for tKe soFial dePoFrats ² far froP it $nne 
Vondeling leader of tKe 3vd$ betZeen  and  argued tKat oSinion researFK Fould 
KelS tKe Sart\ to find tKe reasons beKind a series of disaSSointing eleFtion results and to 
again place itself in the service of the people by getting to know the people.28 The results 
of opinion research convinced Vondeling of the fact that both the agenda and the language 
of the social democrats were failing to connect with the electorate. Research for instance 
indiFated tKat Pan\ ªZorkers© ² at least in terPs of tKe soFiologiFal Fategories used b\ 
tKe 3vd$ ² did not identif\ tKePselves as ªZorking Flass©29 Instead of deriding voters 
for their indifference or political ignorance, Vondeling suggested that the party should con-
sider abandoning its language of class and focus on offering voters a clear choice between 
different SolitiFal SlatforPs 6iPSlifiFation Zas ke\ sinFe oSinion Solls indiFated tKat vot-
ers laFked an\ sSeFifiF knoZledge of tKe SolitiFal agendas of tKe various SolitiFal Sarties30
Polls were very effective in feeding politicians with information about majority and mi-
norit\ oSinions on sSeFifiF issues and tKe\ gave tKeP an idea of tKe SolitiFal ideas and 
SreferenFes of tKe ªaverage voter©31 They were less effective, however, when it came to 
bringing politicians and individual citizens closer together and to increase interaction with 
the public. Yet this was something politicians were looking for as well, confronted as they 
were with poorly attended election rallies in the 1950s. It was again Vondeling who, from 
the late 1950s onwards, pushed his party to send MPs out on to the streets, who introduced 
door-to-door canvassing by MPs in election campaigns and who stimulated politicians to 
ask the public for input.32 The practice of hosting surgeries – a key feature of British poli-
tics with MPs returning from Westminster to their constituencies on a regular basis to meet 
voters and answer their questions – never established itself in the Netherlands. The elec-
toral system of nationwide proportional representation did not correspond well with the 
SraFtiFe of Fatering to tKe needs and interests of voters in a sSeFifiF Sart of tKe Fountr\ 
27 Ibid., pp. 121 f.
28 Anne Vondeling 1asPaak en voorSroef (en Kandvol ervaringen en ideesn $PsterdaP  
p. 207.
29 Ibid., p. 19.
30 De Jong / Kaal, Mapping the Demos, p. 132; Vondeling, Nasmaak en voorproef, p. 22.
31 Cf. Sarah E. Igo 7Ke $veraged $PeriFan 6urve\s &itizens and tKe Making of a Mass 3ubliF 
Cambridge / London 2007.
32 Vondeling, Nasmaak en voorproef, p. 23.
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Tellingly, the few MPs who did hold surgeries often did so in the more remote regions of 
the country from which they themselves originated.33
$ SraFtiFe better suited to tKe 'utFK Fulture of SolitiFal reSresentation Zas Fitizens Zrit-
ing a letter to a political party or a particular politician. There were numerous reasons for 
citizens to do so. In her research on letters addressed to the prime minister of the German 
state of Lower Saxony between 1950 and 1974, Michaela Fenske presents a categorisa-
tion of four different types of letters: requests, opinions and comments, letters of support 
and adPiration and finall\ abusive letters ,n SraFtiFe of Fourse letters often Fontained 
combinations of these elements.34 For the Dutch case, research on letters to politicians is 
almost non-existent.35 $ Silot stud\ based on a saPSle draZn froP tKe arFKive of tKe Sar-
t\ FKairPan of tKe 3vd$ for tKe \ears betZeen  and  sKoZs tKat one out of ten 
letters contained personal requests.36 These letters make clear that people placed their hope 
in the ability of politicians to correct wrongs and to offer citizens a helping hand. Often, 
but not always, such letters were tinged with clientelism, because citizens implicitly or ex-
plicitly invoked their party membership or support at the ballot box to back up their re-
Tuest for suSSort 7Ke 3vd$ SartiFularl\ reFeived reTuests tKat FonFerned Zelfare issues 
suFK as entitlePents to Fertain benefits or unePSlo\Pent For tKese Politikferne, to use a 
terP aSSlied b\ MiFKaela Fenske tKese ªSeoSle rePote froP SolitiFs© and in Sossession 
of hardly any social and economic capital, writing a letter was one of the few means by 
which they could make their voices heard by those in power.37
7Ke PaMorit\ of tKe letters sent to Sart\ FKairPen 6Meng 7ans and $nne Vondeling Fan 
be characterised as comments. The issues people commented on were countless, but two 
stand out: current political affairs – affairs that received press coverage and were discussed 
in SarliaPent ² and Sart\ affairs ,n tKe Seriod Fovered b\ tKe saPSle tKe 3vd$ reFeived 
nuPerous letters in resSonse to tKe inFreasing inÁuenFe of a \ounger generation of Sart\ 
members who wanted to steer the party radically to the left. This category of letters helps 
us to gain insigKt into KoZ SeoSle SerFeived and defined dePoFraF\ 6oPe Fitizens de-
nounced the extra-parliamentary activities of the new left as undemocratic and maintained 
a narroZ definition of dePoFraF\ as disFiSlined and Fentred on SarliaPent as tKe Pain lo-
cus of democratic politics, whereas others championed the new left as a revitalisation of 
politics and promoted a more libertarian interpretation of democracy.38 The comments also 
reveal the impact of the mass media, television in particular, on the interaction between 
citizens and politicians. The attention TV paid to the personalities of politicians lowered 
33 See for other attempts to retain some of the elements of district voting Harm Kaal, Politics of 
Place. Political Representation and the Culture of Electioneering in the Netherlands, c. 1848–
1980s, in: European Review of History 23, 2016, pp. 486–507.
34 Michaela Fenske 'ePokratie ersFKreiben Bürgerbriefe und 3etitionen als Medien SolitisFKer 
.ultur ² Frankfurt aP Main  1eZ <ork  S 
35 In June 2018, political historian Vincent van de Griend started a research project on the letters 
citizens sent to Dutch Parliament in the postwar years. See URL: <http://www.ru.nl/geschiedenis/ 
onderzoek/pg/dossiers/the-voice-the-people/kamerpost-opvattingen-goede-politiek-burger 
brieven! >@
36 Vincent van de Griend, De pen van het volk. Welke rol vervulde de burgerbrief in het contact 
tussen de 3vd$ en Kaar kiezers tussen  en " M$ 7Kesis 1iMPegen 
37 Cf. Rineke van Daalen .laagbrieven en gePeenteliMk ingriMSen $PsterdaP ² $Pster
dam 1987, p. 24; Fenske, Demokratie erschreiben, p. 71.
38 Harm Kaal / Vincent van de Griend, Postwar Popular Politics. Integrating the Voice of the  People 
in Postwar Political History, in: Harm Kaal / Daniëlle Slootjes (eds.), Repertoires of Representa-
tion 1eZ 3ersSeFtives on 3oZer froP $nFient Histor\ to tKe 3resent 'a\ PanusFriSt Furrent-
ly in preparation); Cf. De Jong, Van wie is de burger?, pp. 190 f.
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the barrier for citizens to engage in a personal correspondence with them: thanks to tele-
vision, voters felt they already ›knew‹ politicians to some extent.39
3olitiFians valued tKe ForresSondenFe ZitK Fitizens 7Ke 3vd$ Kad a ZKole adPinistra-
tive system in place to process speedily and effectively the thousands of letters the party 
received every year, and the social democrats were proud of the fact that each received a 
personalised response.40 Political parties indeed wanted to send out the message that they 
appreciated this kind of interaction with the people they represented. Vondeling saw cor-
respondence with citizens – and the suggestion boxes as well – as an excellent way to en-
Fourage Fitizens to be aFtive and to Fontribute to iPSroving governPent and soFiet\ $F-
Fording to Vondeling b\ Zriting a letter to an M3 Fitizens ªFontributed to tKe funFtioning 
of democracy«.41 In addition, these practices gave politicians the opportunity to show their 
responsiveness and receptiveness to the issues on the minds of ordinary citizens. Vonde-
ling Sraised letters as an iPSortant ªsourFe of knoZledge© tKat rePinded KiP of being a 
ªreSresentative of tKe SeoSle©42
In 1965, in his role as Finance Minister in a centre-left coalition government, Vonde-
ling called upon the Dutch people to feed him with suggestions for spending cuts in pub-
lic administration. Vondeling made his call during a televised broadcast.43 Within a day, 
Vondeling had received some 65 responses in writing and phone calls, and reactions kept 
coming in – hundreds over the next few weeks. Vondeling basked in the glory of his suc-
cessful campaign for popular engagement. Newspapers pictured him happily browsing 
tKrougK Kis ªfan Pail©44 The public response to his initiative was, however, mixed and 
reveals FonÁiFting FonFeStions of SolitiFal reSresentation Vondeling PigKt Kave argued 
tKat Ke Kad attePSted to bridge tKe ªdistanFe© betZeen Fitizens and tKeir reSresentatives 
but soPe Mournalists and M3s Zere FritiFal of ZKat tKe\ Mudged an attePSt to ªKolloZ out© 
the position of parliament:45 it was the MPs’ job, not the people’s, to control and comment 
on tKe budget 2tKers saZ in Vondeling·s Fall for SubliF inSut a laFk of FonfidenFe in tKe 
capabilities of his own civil servants.46 Whatever the case may be, Vondeling’s broadcast 
was more than a mere publicity stunt. Through his ideas and activities Vondeling expressed 
a new, more dynamic and interactive interpretation of political representation, which was 
still far from self-evident for many of his fellow MPs. The latter held on to the idea that 
citizens had placed their trust in a political party at the ballot box, and thereafter it was up 
to the MPs not to betray their trust.
In the minds of politicians, all the practices discussed so far served primarily as instru-
ments to counter political apathy. From the mid-1950s onwards, they acknowledged that 
democracy needed a new impulse to counter technocratic tendencies, alienation and apa-
thy, and to bridge the gap between politics and the people. In 1964, the leading Catholic 
SolitiFian -o &als FKaraFterised tKis develoSPent as a ªPodernisation© of dePoFraF\ to-
Zards an ªenlivened dePoFraF\© (beleefde democracy), made up of informed and active 
39 See also: Fenske, Demokratie erschreiben, pp. 218 f.
40 van de Griend, De pen van het volk.
41 $fsFKeid van Vondelings brievenbus in Het VriMe Volk  $ll Tuotes Kave been trans-
lated into English by the author.
42 $fsFKeid van Vondelings brievenbus in Het VriMe Volk 9.7.1963.
43 Vondeling staat open voor bezuinigingstips, in: Het Vrije Volk, 19.10.1965.
44 Fanmail voor Vondeling, in: De Tijd, 21.10.1965; Minister Vondeling kreeg al 200 brieven, in: 
$lgePeen Handelsblad  Vondeling te veel kouZe kak biM 1ederlanders in Friese 
.oerier 
45 Volle brievenbus biM Vondeling in Friese .oerier 
46 Laurens ten Cate Brieven in Friese .oerier  Vondeling kriMgt standMes over be
zuinigingsoproep, in: Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, 15.12.1965.
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citizens.47 On the part of politicians this required transparency and responsiveness in  order 
not to blunt these instruments for popular engagement, but the discourse of civic or politi-
cal education also had a clear paternalistic undertone. It was the political elite itself that 
led tKe Za\ and enFouraged sSeFifiF SraFtiFes tKrougK ZKiFK Fitizens Fould SartiFiSate
Such paternalism was quite evident in the manner in which Dutch politicians looked 
upon the new medium of television. In the 1950s, Cals belonged to a group of politicians 
who were in strong support of broadcasting the sessions of parliament. They argued that 
this would help to improve people’s knowledge of what their representatives were actual-
ly doing on their behalf and would bridge the divide between politicians and the people 
by giving a face to those who represented the people in parliament. They thus primarily 
saw television as an instrument of political education. This appropriation of television re-
sulted in what was, compared to other European countries, the early introduction in the 
1etKerlands of neZ ¿$PeriFan¾ forPats of SolitiFal broadFasting suFK as televised eleF-
tion debates. Politicians and journalists argued that such debates were an excellent way to 
ªsKoZ SeoSle ZKat SolitiFs is about© 2tKers aSSreFiated tKat 7V KigKligKted tKe ªSerson 
behind the politician«, which could help foster a more personal bond between politicians 
and people.48 Politicians, however, soon had to acknowledge that using television as a plat-
form for political communication and interaction had its own dynamic that was beyond 
their control.
Television was introduced in the Netherlands in the early 1950s in the form of a public 
broadcasting system. The percentage of households who owned a TV set soon increased 
from 4 % in 1957 to 80 % ten years later.49 Whereas political parties experienced a decline 
in membership numbers in the 1960s, Dutch broadcasting organisations were on the rise. 
In 1960, more than 30 % of the adult Dutch population were members of one of the broad-
Fasting agenFies   of one of tKe five PaMor SolitiFal Sarties50 ,n order to Peet tKe ªin-
creasing demand for contact between politicians and the public«, viewers in the 1960s 
were treated to a growing number of programmes that discussed politics, even to the ex-
tent tKat a SrograPPe direFtor of tKe SubliF broadFasting agenF\ 176 feared an ªover-
dose« of politics.51
$t first television indeed SriParil\ offered SolitiFians a stage to Kave tKeir sa\ on tKe 
issues of the day and to display their willingness to interact with ›ordinary‹ citizens. From 
the early 1960s onwards, broadcasters experimented with different formats in which mem-
bers of tKe SubliF Fonfronted SolitiFians 2ne of tKose forPats Zas ª2nder Vuur© ZKiFK 
literall\ translates as ª8nder Fire© and first aSSeared on 'utFK television in  (aFK 
episode a member of the government faced questions from three students from the uni-
versities of $PsterdaP and /eiden ZKoP tKe Sress desFribed as ªreSresentatives of tKe 
younger generation«.52 Judging from newspaper reviews, it did not make for exciting tele-
47 De Jong, Van wie is de burger?, p. 135.
48 Harm Kaal, De cultuur van het televisiedebat. Veranderende percepties van de relatie tussen me-
dia en politiek, 1960-heden, in: Tijdschrift voor Geschiedenis 127, 2014, pp. 293–316, here: p. 
301; De Jong, Van wie is de burger?, pp. 149 and 162; Mr. Cals bepleit hervorming parlemen-
tair s\steeP in $lgePeen Handelsblad 
49 James Kennedy 1ieuZ Bab\lon in aanbouZ 1ederland in de Maren zestig $PsterdaP  MeSSel 
1995, p. 46.
50 Percentages are based on a comparison of membership numbers provided by Huub Wijfjes, 
V$5$ Biografie van een oProeS $PsterdaP  SS  f and Ruud Koole / Gerrit Voerman, 
Het lidmaatschap van politieke partijen na 1945, in: Ruud Koole / Paul Lucardie (eds.), Jaarboek 
Documentatiecentrum Politieke Partijen, Groningen 1985, pp. 115–176, here: pp. 131 f.
51 C. Enkelaar MePoranduP  1ational $rFKives $rFKive of tKe 126 inv no 
52 Vanavond, in: De Tijd – De Maasbode, 19.10.1961.
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vision. The students showed too much deference for a stimulating debate to develop.53 The 
first televised eleFtion debates also Zere ratKer dull 3olitiFians ignored tKe 7V FaPeras 
and behaved like they were taking part in a parliamentary debate: they addressed the chair-
Pan of tKe debate as ª6Seaker© and brougKt along doFuPents to substantiate tKeir argu-
mentation. Broadcasters quickly started to look for more appealing formats.54
One of the ways in which broadcasters tried to make political television more engaging 
and less predictable was by getting ordinary citizens in front of a camera. In the 1960s, 
street intervieZs ZitK ordinar\ Fitizens also knoZn as ªvo[ SoSs© beFaPe a reFurring el-
ement in a range of current affairs programmes. The interviews were used to represent the 
diversit\ of SoSular oSinion and tKus offered oSSortunities for identifiFation to tKe  audienFe 
watching and listening at home. Vox pops, as well as opinion polls, revealed a new appre-
ciation of popular opinion, which apparently was now to be taken seriously rather than ig-
nored and dismissed as uninformed. In 1967, citizens were also granted a platform in a se-
ries of televised debates, with political leaders responding to questions from the audience. 
Moreover, broadcasters soon appreciated the opportunities opinion polls offered to  confront 
politicians with popular views on the key issues of the day. In a series of programmes aired 
in tKe PontKs before tKe general eleFtion of  SolitiFians Zere asked to reÁeFt on tKe 
results of an eleFtion Soll and Fonfronted in tKe studio ZitK Tuestions froP ªordinar\© and 
ªÁoating© voters55 Finally, current affairs programmes covered turbulent party meetings 
and showed how ordinary party members called the party leadership to account.56
$gainst tKis baFkground 'utFK SolitiFians Kad to aFknoZledge tKat being transSarent 
and responsive by engaging with citizens on radio and television required new skills and 
in fact a new, non-paternalistic style of political leadership. The political culture of the 
s sKaSed to a signifiFant e[tent b\ tKe role television Sla\ed in SolitiFal FoPPuni-
cation, favoured politicians who were approachable, open to criticism and willing to show 
their emotions – to show the human being ›behind‹ the politician.57 Newspapers reported 
that TV highlighted previously unnoticed features of politicians: their appearance, their 
clothes and how they said things, instead of what they said.58 ,n Kis inÁuential book on tKe 
principles of representative government, Bernard Manin has argued that the trust that ce-
mented the relationship between politicians and the people became more personal in na-
ture. Until the 1950s, political leaders had aimed above all to present themselves as mem-
bers – and leaders – of a particular constituency united around a shared identity and 
agenda and as sincere, serious defenders of their constituency’s interests. In the 1960s, 
trust beFaPe based on tKe ForresSondenFe betZeen a SolitiFian·s SubliF Sersona ªtKe Soli
tiFian© and Kis Srivate identit\ ªtKe Serson beKind tKe SolitiFian© autKentiF SolitiFians 
Zere tKose ZKo Zere ªreSresentatives of tKePselves©59 The range of practices through 
53 Regen van atoombommen en principes bij VPRO, in: Leeuwarder Courant, 20.10.1961; Tamme 
studenten in $lgePeen Handelsblad  VolZassen SrograPPa·s van de V352tv 
in: Leeuwarder Courant, 8.2.1962. Two of these students became famous political journalists: 
Ferry Hoogendijk for Elsevier’s Magazine / Weekblad and Joop van Tijn for Vrij Nederland.
54 Kaal, De cultuur van het televisiedebat, pp. 303 f.
55 ª1iSotKese© 1&5V first aired in 2Ftober  H. van H., Het zweven der kiezers, in: Het 
Vrije Volk, 18.10.1966.
56 Harm Kaal / Fons Meijer, Het volk in beeld. Nederlandse politici op zoek naar het volk in de 
jaren zestig en zeventig, in: Anne Bos / Jan Willem Brouwer / Hans Goslinga et al. (eds.), Het volk 
sSreekt -aarboek 3arlePentaire *esFKiedenis $PsterdaP  SS ² Kere S 
57 Henk te Velde 6tiMlen van leidersFKaS 3ersoon en Solitiek van 7KorbeFke tot 'en 8\l $Pster-
dam 2002, pp. 10, 220 and 233; Kaal, Popular Politicians.
58 Kaal, De cultuur van het televisiedebat.
59 Stephen Coleman, Representation and Mediated Politics: Representing Representation in an age 
of Irony, in: Kees Brants / Katrin Voltmer (eds.), Political Communication in Postmodern De-
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which politicians and the people interacted on television enabled them to display their au-
thenticity and to show their receptiveness and responsiveness to the voice of the people.
II. THE NIGHT OF CALS AND SCHMELZER
What impact did the communicative practices of popular engagement and interaction be-
tween politicians and the people have on popular perceptions of political representation? 
How did ordinary citizens process the events and political culture of the 1950s and 1960s 
in the Netherlands? Historians often have trouble answering these questions due to a lack 
of sourFes -o &als Kas KoZever left us a bo[ filled ZitK letters Zritten b\ ordinar\ Fiti-
zens which might help us at least frame some tentative answers. These letters of course in 
no way offer a representative sample of the Dutch population and its perception of politi-
cal events, nor do they say anything about changes or shifts in popular attitudes towards 
politics, because we are dealing with a single set of sources dating from late 1966 and ear-
ly 1967. Yet these letters provide us with a unique insight in how ordinary citizens expe-
rienFed and reÁeFted on one of tKe FruFial events of SostZar 'utFK SolitiFal Kistor\ 
 Schmelzer’s Night.
6oon after &als Kad entered offiFe as SriPe Pinister at tKe Kead of a Fentreleft Foali-
tion governPent tKat inFluded tKe .V3 tKe 3vd$ and tKe ortKodo[3rotestant $ntirevo-
lutionar\ 3art\ ª$nti5evolutionaire 3artiM© $53 Kis governPent Zas Fonfronted ZitK 
loZer eFonoPiF groZtK and KigKer levels of inÁation tKan e[SeFted Moreover tKe 1etKer
lands witnessed turbulent times in the mid-1960s with the rise of provocative new social 
PovePents and dePonstrations in $PsterdaP against tKe Parriage of 3rinFess Beatri[ to 
tKe *erPan diSloPat &laus von $Psberg in  7KrougKout its terP &als·s govern-
ment met with increasing opposition from confessional and liberal parties in parliament, 
inFluding &als·s oZn Sart\ tKe .V3 7Ke\ asked for Keav\ sSending Futs and Tuestioned 
tKe finanFial SoliFies of tKe soFial dePoFratiF FinanFe Minister $nne Vondeling 7Kings 
FaPe to a Kead in draPatiF fasKion in tKe earl\ Kours of Frida\  2Ftober  $fter 
several Kours of debate about tKe budget &als asked SarliaPent to e[Sress its FonfidenFe 
in Kis governPent·s abilit\ to deal ZitK tKe Zorsening finanFial and eFonoPiF Fonditions 
It was after 3:30 in the morning when Norbert Schmelzer, the parliamentary leader of the 
.V3 resSonded b\ issuing a Potion asking tKe governPent for e[tra sSending Futs :Ken 
a parliamentary majority supported this motion, Cals resigned.60 This dramatic event has 
entered 'utFK Kistor\ books as ª6FKPelzer·s 1igKt© (de Nacht van Schmelzer). Both poli-
ticians and journalists almost immediately labelled it as premeditated murder, as a stab in 
tKe baFk 6FKPelzer Kad betra\ed Kis felloZ Sart\ PePber &als $ltKougK Kistorians Kave 
Podified tKis reading of tKe events and stressed tKat &als ignored several Zarning signs 
refusing to treat dissatisfaction among his party members seriously, in public memory Cals 
has remained the victim and Schmelzer the perpetrator.61
For several reasons, Schmelzer’s Night is one of the pivotal episodes of post-war Dutch 
history. First of all, it contributed to the emergence of a highly polarised political climate 
mocracy. Challenging the Primacy of Politics, Basingstoke / New York 2011, pp. 39–56, here: 
p. 50; Manin, The Principles of Representative Government, p. 219; Kaal, Popular Politicians.
60 For an extensive analysis of these events, see Peter van der Heiden / Alexander van Kessel (eds.), 
Rondom de Nacht van Schmelzer. De kabinetten-Marijnen, -Cals en -Zijlstra 1963–1967, 
 $PsterdaP 
61 Paul van der Steen -o &als .ooSPan in verZaFKtingen ² $PsterdaP  SS 
411–416; Van der Heiden / Van Kessel, Rondom de Nacht van Schmelzer, pp. 468 f.; Hans Righart, 
'e eindeloze Maren zestig *esFKiedenis van een generatieFonÁiFt $PsterdaP  S 
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that would characterise Dutch politics into the early 1980s. The social democrats decided 
tKat tKe\ no longer ZisKed to forP a Foalition governPent ZitK tKe .V3 ZKiFK tKe\ noZ 
regarded as a conservative party. Second, the events exacerbated existing feelings of dis-
satisfaFtion ZitK tKe 'utFK SolitiFal establisKPent aPong a large grouS of voters $t tKe 
general elections of February 1967, this resulted in a victory for a new political party 
² ª'ePoFraten © better knoZn as '· ² a Sart\ tKat aiPed to ªbloZ uS© tKe e[isting 
Sart\SolitiFal landsFaSe 7Ke SoSulist FarPer·s 3art\ ªBoerenSartiM© also benefited froP 
resentPent aPong tKe eleFtorate 7Ke .V3 and 3vd$ suffered Keav\ losses 7Kird as tKe 
authors of a recent volume on the culture of journalism in the Netherlands have argued, 
the episode formed a junction at which several recent developments within the political- 
media complex came together.62 One of those developments was the transition in journal-
ism from a partisan to a public logic: journalists at Catholic newspapers and broadcasters, 
for instance, no longer acted as the mouthpieces of the political elite, but adopted a far 
Pore FritiFal and investigator\ aSSroaFK to &atKoliF SolitiFians tKan ever before  $notKer 
key development was the emergence of television as the main platform on which politi-
cal events unfolded: the public had been able to follow the parliamentary debate in the 
nigKt of  and  2Ftober live on television FourtK and finall\ tKe events SartiFularl\ 
the aftermath, revealed a shift in the emotional culture of Dutch politics and in the culture 
of Dutch political leadership more generally. Schmelzer’s Night was a clash between two 
political personality types – that at least was how large parts of the media framed the events: 
the cool and collected, restrained and strategic mastermind Norbert Schmelzer versus the 
passionate, idealistic and short-tempered Jo Cals.63 Schmelzer’s cerebral and  unemotional 
attitude in October 1966 contrasted with Cals’ emotional response and contributed to the 
dominant public perception of the events as a clash between a dedicated politician people 
could identify with and a clinical and scheming party operator.64 In the media, Schmelzer 
came to represent the emotional culture of restraint that had characterised Dutch politics 
in the early post-war years, whereas Cals was a representative of the more personal, ex-
pressive culture that emerged from the late 1950s onwards.65
How exactly Schmelzer’s Night revealed a transition in the culture of journalism and 
the emotional culture of politics deserves some further attention. The following day, two 
current affairs programmes looked back on the events in dramatised fashion, depicting 
&als as tKe viFtiP and 6FKPelzer as Kis ªKangPan©66 $ FouSle of da\s later &als  6FKPelzer 
and tKe FKairPan of tKe .V3 3iet $alberse aSSeared sideb\side in Furrent affairs Sro-
graPPe ªVanavond in 1ieuZsSoort© SroduFed b\ tKe &atKoliF broadFaster .52  6FKPelzer 
and $alberse PigKt Kave KoSed beforeKand tKat Mournalists of ¿tKeir oZn¾ broadFasting as-
sociation would draw a veil over the tensions within the Catholic party, but the barrage of 
Tuestions 6FKPelzer and $alberse Zere subMeFted to iPPediatel\ sKattered tKis illusion 
7Ke Mournalists of ªVanavond in 1ieuZsSoort© narrated a SolitiFal issue tKat Kad Fentred 
on political differences regarding the budget in terms of a highly emotionally charged 
event and as a clash between two leading personalities of the Catholic party: Cals and 
62 Voorwoord, in: Jo Bardoel / Huub Wijfjes eds -ournalistieke Fultuur in 1ederland $PsterdaP 
2015, pp. 9–11, here: p. 9.
63 Cf. Huub Wijfjes / Jo Bardoel, Journalistieke cultuur in Nederland. Een professie tussen traditie 
en toekomst, in: ibid., pp. 11–29, here: p. 29, who wrongly suggest that journalists in the 1960s 
ignored tKe ªKuPanetKiFal© asSeFts of SolitiFal events 6FKPelzer·s 1igKt Zas aFtuall\ one of 
tKe first PoPents in Podern 'utFK SolitiFal Kistor\ in ZKiFK tKese asSeFts Zere Sla\ed out to 
the full.
64 Van der Steen, Jo Cals, pp. 413 f.
65 Kaal, Popular Politicians.
66 Van der Steen, Jo Cals, p. 411.
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Schmelzer. TV cameras relentlessly zoomed in on their faces, allowing the public a clear 
vieZ on tKeir ePotions and frustrations :itK tKeir Tuestions tKe Mournalists foFused first 
and foremost on the personal and private, rather than the political and public, impact of 
tKe events &als eagerl\ Zent along ,n resSonse to tKe first Tuestion ² ª([FellenF\ KoZ 
are \ou « and KoZ did \our faPil\ \our Zife and FKildren reaFt© ² &als resSonded ª:ell 
I feel a lot better than last week, but it is not how it should be« and acknowledged that the 
events Kad Kad a Kuge iPSaFt on Kis Zife He also Pentioned tKat Ke Kad been ª inFredibl\© 
Poved b\ tKe ªdozens and dozens of letters froP all seFtions of soFiet\© Ke Kad reFeived 
over the last couple of days.67 7Ke &atKoliF neZsSaSer ª'e 7iMd© FKaraFterised it tKe ne[t 
da\ as a ªKuPan© intervieZ68 ² at least as far as &als Zas FonFerned 6FKPelzer and $al-
berse were portrayed as heartless hard-liners.
Soon not only Schmelzer’s Night, but the letters to Cals, too, became a topic of debate. 
In statements in the press and on television, Cals repeatedly mentioned the numerous let-
ters of support he had received.69 &atKoliF neZsSaSer ª'e 7iMd© argued tKat tKe ªfan Pail© 
proved Cals’s popularity and indicated that only one man was to blame for the events of 
2Ftober  1orbert 6FKPelzer ª'e 7iMd© K\SerboliFall\ FlaiPed tKat tKe outSouring 
of emotion in the wake of Cals’s resignation was comparable only to the liberation of the 
Netherlands in 1945. Cals eagerly played to this version of events by allowing the news-
SaSer to Srint Tuotes froP tKe letters Ke Kad reFeived suFK as ª\ou fougKt like a lion© 
and ªever\bod\ Kates 6FKPelzer·s sPile© ª'e 7iMd© also SublisKed a Fartoon tKat Kad 
been attached to one of the letters and which pictured Cals as a skilled acrobat coming un-
der attaFk froP beKind 7Ke .V3 leadersKiS resSonded to &als· Pedia offensive b\ FlaiP-
ing tKat it Kad reFeived Pan\ ªPi[ed© reaFtions but deePed it ªinaSSroSriate© to Sub-
lish them.70 6uSSort for &als Zas indeed far froP unaniPous 3oSular dail\ ª'e 7elegraaf© 
Flearl\ on tKe side of tKe .V3·s Fonservative Zing reSeatedl\ ridiFuled KiP for boasting 
about tKe outSouring of suSSort ªan\bod\ ZKo aSSears on television reFeives letters© 
and folloZing tKe SubliFations of e[FerSts froP tKe letters b\ ª'e 7iMd© Falled KiP a 
ªFr\bab\© a ªbad loser© and ªutterl\ unsuitable for tKe Mob of 3riPe Minister©71 Cals 
on his part kept basking in the warm glow of popular support. Newspaper reported that he 
Kad sent a letter of reSl\ ² ª&als sends tKank\ou letter to ¿fans¾© ² tKanking ever\bod\ 
for their support and apologizing for the fact that he was not able to reply to all letters per-
sonall\ He also urged suSSorters not to Pake ªKast\ deFisions© ² tKat is to resign tKeir 
PePbersKiS of tKe .V3 ² and announFed tKat Ke Zould take a break froP SolitiFs72 $ 
couple of weeks after stepping down as prime minister, Cals claimed to have received a 
thousand letters and that many citizens had urged him to start his own party. Cals consid-
ered tKe idea but ultiPatel\ rePained lo\al to tKe .V373
Exactly 332 of these letters are stored in alphabetical order in Cals’s personal archive 
at tKe &atKoliF 'oFuPentation &entre ª.atKoliek 'oFuPentatie &entruP© in 1iMPe-
67 Vanavond in 1ieuZsSoort .52  .oSstukken .V3 onder sServuur van vragen 
in: Het Vrije Volk, 20.10.1966.
68 Menselijk interview met minister Cals, in: De Tijd, 19.10.1966.
69 Vandaag en verder, in: De Tijd, 20.10.1966; Fanmail voor een gevallen premier, in: De Tijd, 
 ,ntervieZ ZitK &als in 'e Volkskrant  &als$alberse sFKokkend tv 
relaas, in: Het Vrije Volk, 19.10.1966.
70 BedankMes in 'e :aarKeid  BiM .V3  bedankMes in 1ieuZsblad van Ket 1oor-
den, 21.10.1966.
71 Huilebalk &als in 'e 7elegraaf  2nze ªPinisterSresident© in 'e 7elegraaf 
 .abinetsforPatie in 'e 7elegraaf 
72 Mr. Cals bedankt briefschrijvers, in: Leeuwarder Courant, 29.10.1966; Cals stuurt bedankbriefje 
aan ªfans© in 1ieuZsblad van Ket 1oorden 
73 Cals en Bogaers lichten hun besluit toe, in: Nieuwsblad van het Noorden, 9.12.1966.
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gen.74 They provide us with a unique opportunity to analyse how citizens perceived and 
made sense of parliamentary politics and political leadership amid this transformation in 
Dutch political culture. It is hard to tell to what extent Cals or the archivists made a selec-
tion of the letters that were to be preserved in the archive. The vast majority is favourable 
to &als but tKe arFKive also Fontains a feZ letters ZKiFK &als filed as being froP ¿tKe ag-
grieved‹ (bezwaarden). The archive also shows that Cals made quite an effort to respond 
to his critics.75 He made notes in the margins of the letters, underlined key sentences in 
which his actions or behaviour were questioned and subsequently drafted a response to the 
criticism. Most of these (typed) letters were two pages long and testify to how seriously 
&als treated tKe ForresSondenFe $ll tKe evidenFe suggests tKat &als dealt ZitK tKe Forre-
spondence by himself, without the help of a secretary.76
Letters are one of the few sources that give us direct access to the voice of the people 
and enable us to establish how ordinary citizens processed the political events of the 1960s 
as they were related to them in the media. The letters people send to politicians have of-
ten been treated as examples of depoliticisation: citizens, so it is argued, tend to reduce 
politics to the level of the person of the politician by using letters to express their admira-
tion for and loyalty towards a politician, or to capitalise on a clientelistic relationship. The 
German ethnologist Harm-Peer Zimmermann, however, has stressed that citizens also use 
this mode of communication to create a situation in which they can bring their political 
opinion and ideas to the attention of politicians. By doing so, they circumvent the estab-
lisKed FKannels of FoPPuniFation tKat norPall\ distribute and filter forPs of FoPPuni-
cation ›from below‹ to the echelons of power ›at the top‹. The letters directly confront poli-
tiFians ZitK unfiltered SoSular SolitiFal oSinion77 Moreover, in the case of Cals, the letters 
remind us of the personal and emotional aspects of political representation. The personal 
nature of the letters, with writers ›speaking from the heart‹, reveals how citizens fashioned 
their identity as democratic subjects and cultivated a particular connection between them-
selves and their political representatives at a time when television developed into the key 
platform for political communication.
III. THE EMOTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF POPULAR PARTICIPATION
Who were the people who took up their pens to write letters to Cals? For slightly more than 
half of the corpus it was possible to establish the writer’s gender: two-thirds were male. 
Most lived in the densely populated western part of the country and in regions with a pre-
dominantly Catholic population. People from all walks of life approached Cals by mail, 
from crane operators to professors and from housewives to accountants. One out of six 
letters came from people who explicitly stated that they did not support the Catholic  party 
but sympathised with Cals nonetheless. The archive contains only a few letters from  people 
ZKo Zere FritiFal of &als Most Zriters FoPbined a ver\ forPal salutation ª<our ([Fel-
lency«, in Dutch: Excellentie) with a very personal expression of emotions and feelings 
of sympathy for Cals, his wife and children.
74 .atKoliek 'oFuPentatie &entruP .'& $rFKief -o &als  inv no 
75 Van der Steen -o &als S  7Ke file Fontains seven of tKese letters and for ever\ letter a draft 
of tKe resSonse Zritten b\ &als .'& $rFKief -o &als  inv no 
76 Notes on the incoming letters are all in Cals’ handwriting.
77 Harm-Peer Zimmermann /ebensZelt und 3olitik Bürgerbriefe an HelPut 6FKPidt in Peter 
Janich (ed.), Humane Orientierungswissenschaft. Was leisten verschiedene Wissenschaftskul-
turen für das Verstlndnis PensFKliFKer /ebensZelt" :ürzburg  SS ² Kere SS ²
210.
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By writing a letter, citizens created a communicative relationship with Cals that allowed 
them to offer him advice and express opinions on the state of Dutch politics. Citizens were 
very aware of the fact that they were bridging the gap that normally existed between them 
and their representatives. They made this explicit through different rhetorical topoi. The 
Post SroPinent Zas tKe ªselfKuPbling© or ªaSologetiF© toSos &itizens desFribed tKeP-
selves as ªordinar\© ª, aP an ordinar\ Fitizen ZKo is not aFTuainted ZitK our leaders of 
government. Yet I want to express my sympathy for your social and economic policy«.78 
Others motivated their intervention by claiming to speak on behalf of many more people. 
2ne finisKed Kis letter b\ stating ªon beKalf of tKe &atKoliF SeoSle of tKe 1etKerlands , 
wish you all the best«.79 $notKer FlaiPed tKat tKe ªvast PaMorit\© of ªordinar\ Pen and 
women« supported Cals’s cabinet.80 They did not, however, need to try so hard: after all, 
Cals had more or less invited them to write to him with his public statements about the 
outburst of SoSular suSSort in tKe first da\s after tKe 1igKt ,ndeed Pan\ Fitizens Pen-
tioned Cals’s comments about the epistolary support he had received as a motivation to 
put pen to paper and join the ranks of Cals’s supporters.81
The letters make clear that the events of October 1966 encouraged people to express 
their views on Dutch parliamentary democracy and its future. What many of the letter writ-
ers did was to project their ideas about what most of them perceived to be a much- needed 
transformation of Dutch political culture onto the clash between Cals and Schmelzer.82 
The Night was only one, albeit crucial, episode in a series of events that contributed to a 
transformation of Dutch politics in the 1960s. Other key episodes included the repeated 
FlasKes betZeen tKe $PsterdaP SoliFe and \outK PovePents tKrougKout tKe s and 
the protests surrounding the royal wedding. Dissatisfaction also expressed itself in the 
foundation of neZ SolitiFal Sarties tKe ªBoerenSartiM© in  and later '· disFussed 
above. To many correspondents, the dramatic and personalised nature of Schmelzer’s Night 
symbolised the big clash in Dutch politics between the conservative political  establishment 
and politicians like Cals and others who wanted to ›modernise‹ the political system. Out 
of the letters emerges a conceptualisation of a modernised democracy as a transparent po-
litiFal s\steP Fitizens e[SeFted SolitiFians to offer tKeP ªFlarit\© (duidelijkheid). The 
clash between Cals and Schmelzer had exposed the lack of clarity in Dutch politics: vot-
ers were not sure what to expect from the Catholic party. Cals and others were leaning to 
the left, while Schmelzer’s wing was pushing the party to the right.83 By forcing Cals and 
his government to resign, Schmelzer had damaged people’s trust in democracy. Some ar-
gued tKat b\ treating SolitiFs as a ªgaPe© 6FKPelzer Zas underPining dePoFraF\84 de-
clining trust in the established political parties pushed voters to the populist fringes.85 $n-
78 F . to &als  2tKer e[aPSles 3 H - B to &als  . 3 to &als n d H H 
to &als  * : - to &als  $ . 2 to &als  - v d / to &als 
 H : 2 to &als  * 7  ( 7 v 2 to &als n d $ V to &als  
7 V H to &als  $ & V to &als 
79 F. J. H. v. G. to Cals, 19.10.1966.
80 $ V to &als 
81 - B to &als  $ B - B to &als  . / to &als  H - v 2 to 
&als  $non to &als  . 5 to &als  : 6 to &als  
L. M. S. to Cals, 21.10.1966.
82 J. P. v. G. to Cals, 18.10.1966; H. v. B. to Cals, 18.12.1966; T. v. B. to Cals, 17.10.1966; see also 
7 H 1 v B to &als  H v B to &als  : - - v . to &als  
H. J. R. to Cals, n. d.; J. G. d. V. to Cals, 19.10.1966; J. Z. to Cals, 18.10.1966.
83 $non to &als  5 - H ( to &als  F B to &als n d - d B to &als n d 
G. L. D. M. to Cals, n. d.; H. J. R. to Cals, n. d.
84 . 6 d F B to &als  $non to &als  
85 H. J. R. to Cals, n. d.; J. Z. to Cals, 18.10.1966.
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otKer Zriter SlaFed all Kis KoSe in &als Freating a ªneZ Sart\ struFture and s\steP of So-
litiFal reSresentation© tKat Zould bring ªFlarit\© to 'utFK SolitiFs86
Citizens who wrote to Cals were thus also practising democracy. They did so not  merely 
to vent their emotions and express their admiration, but also to express their views on the 
state and future of 'utFK dePoFraF\ and to disSla\ tKeir SolitiFal agenF\ defining tKeir 
own role and position as democratic subjects in this particular political context. Many writ-
ers indicated that they intended to cancel their membership of the Catholic party (some 
had already done so immediately after Schmelzer’s Night) and that they would not  support 
tKe .V3 at tKe ne[t eleFtion87 They followed up on this by urging Cals to walk out with 
them and establish a progressive Catholic party of his own, arguing that this would con-
tribute to tKe PuFKneeded Flarit\ in 'utFK SolitiFs ª, iPSlore \ou to not give uS >«@ do 
not abandon us«, one citizen wrote.88 Some also used the opportunity to make suggestions 
for the introduction of new democratic instruments, like a referendum or the direct elec-
tion of tKe SriPe Pinister ZKiFK Zould ªFertainl\© Kand &als tKe viFtor\ over  6FKPelzer89
In his analysis of the letters Helmut Schmidt received after his forced resignation as 
chancellor of Germany in October 1982, Harm-Peer Zimmermann has argued that citizens 
SroFess SolitiFal events tKrougK ªtKeatralisation© tKat is b\ narrating tKeP as traged\ or 
drama. He stresses that this should be seen not as trivialising politics but as an effective 
coping strategy: personalisation and emotionalisation provide orientation and thus enable 
political participation.90 The letters addressed to Cals corroborate Zimmermann’s thesis. 
6oPe Fitizens e[SliFitl\ use tKe terP ªtraged\© or ªintrigue© to desFribe tKe events  otKers 
use Zords like ªtreason© and ªa stab in tKe baFk© (dolksteek, in de rug aangevallen).91 One 
citizen even compares Schmelzer’s actions with Brutus’ attack on Caesar, another describes 
6FKPelzer·s betra\al of &als as a ªkiss of -udas©92 $FFording to =iPPerPann an iPSor-
tant stage in the popular dramatisation of politics occurs when citizens apply the frame of 
good versus bad to make sense of events they have witnessed. In the letters people  portray 
6FKPelzer as ªnast\© (naar) ªPean© (gemeen) a ªK\SoFrite© (huichelaar) and a ª FoZard© 
(lafhartig) &als in Fontrast is desFribed as ªenergetiF© (energiek) ªs\PSatKetiF© (sym-
pathiek) ªsinFere© (oprecht) ªKonest© (eerlijk) and as ªsoPeone ZitK guts© and ª Fourage© 
(durf and moed).93 In general, the letters show how people turned issues of policy into a 
›human‹ affair. In fact, many letter writers argued that Schmelzer was at fault for ignor-
ing the personal and emotional implications of doing politics.
86 H. v. B. to Cals, 18.12.1966.
87 /eave tKe Sart\ no voter for .V3 & B to &als  H v B to &als  $ F 
to &als    V : v * to &als  - - . to &als 
88 G. E. to Cals, 14.10.1966; G. F. I. to Cals, n. d.; F. v. G. to Cals, 19.10.1966; S. B. G. to Cals, 
 &K H to &als  : H to &als  / $ . to &als  
. / to &als  4uote : - 6 to &als 
89 $ B / to &als  H : 6 to &als  - d B to &als n d / $ . to &als 
22.10.1966; J. H. to Cals, 18.10.1966.
90 Zimmermann, Lebenswelt und Politik, pp. 212 f. and 224.
91 L. J. B. to Cals, 17.10.1966; F. B. to Cals, 15.10.1966; I. D. D. to Cals, 19.10.1966; stab in the back 
etF : 3 to &als  $ . 2 to &als  7 M to &als  - & - M 6 
to Cals, 19.10.1966; W. F. W. S. to Cals, 19.10.1966.
92 H. / Mw. B. H. J. to Cals, 15.10.1966; M. L. v. H. to Cals, 16.10.1966.
93 /etters disFussing 6FKPelzer $non to &als  $ $ to &als  : : to 
Cals, 14.10.1966; Letters discussing Cals: F. B. to Cals, 15.10.1966; G. N. H. B. to Cals, 15.10.1966; 
F. D. to Cals, 18.10.1966; J. D. to Cals, 19.10.1966; F. J. D. to Cals, 18.10.1966; G. G. E. B. to Cals, 
 F - H v * to &als  - & d H to &als  $ 3 V H to &als 
 : H to &als  5 . to &als  5 . to &als n d H  MZ 
J. M. J. v. L. to Cals, 18.10.1966.
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=iPPerPann KoZever does not reÁeFt on tKe FonneFtion betZeen tKe ¿traged\ fraPe¾ 
and the way in which political events are mediated: as a matter of fact the media – both 
television and the press – handed this frame to citizens by zooming in on the personal as-
pects of the government crisis and particularly on the tragic fate of noble Jo Cals and ma-
liFious 1orbert 6FKPelzer 7Ke ª$ffektsFKePa der klassisFKen 'raPaturgie© tKat is evi-
dent in the letters people sent to Cals also dominated the media coverage of the events.94 
Cals himself also played into this by publicly discussing how the events had affected his 
wife and children and in turn received numerous letters after the interview in which citi-
zens expressed their sympathy for his family. Some even addressed their letters to Cals’ 
Zife direFtl\ or to ªMr and Mrs &als©95 Moreover, several correspondents refer to the 
suspense they had experienced while following the debate live on television and want to 
reassure Cals of their support and empathy with him, the victim:96 ª:e too Kave an[ious-
l\ folloZed tKe nigKt and noZ feel tKe need to e[Sress our FoPSlete FonfidenFe in \ou©97 
Besides tKat Pan\ Zriters also reÁeFt on tKe intervieZ ZitK &als 6FKPelzer and $alberse 
in ªVanavond in 1ieuZsSoort© ,n faFt tKe nuPber of letters &als reFeived Seaked in tKe 
days following his TV interview. The personal, dramatic and emotional frame through 
which the political events of October 1966 were mediated thus clearly resonated in the let-
ters.
IV. CONCLUSION
From the late 1960s onwards, new social movements, often but not exclusively  consisting 
of a younger generation of citizens, took issue with the existing repertoire of democratic 
SraFtiFes and tKe ªrestriFted and disFiSlined vieZ on dePoFratiF SartiFiSation© tKat Zent 
with it.98 They made use of more confrontational democratic practices such as demonstra-
tions and demanded more freedom to take to the streets unhampered by public order regu-
lations. Simultaneously, as the political historian Wim de Jong argues, new perceptions of 
the crisis of democracy emerged both among the political elite and the social movements. 
8nlike tKe iPPediate SostZar \ears ZKen fingers Zere Sointed at ignorant and  indifferent 
citizens, now blame was put on the elites themselves and the system they were part of for 
not opening up enough to input ›from below‹.99 Historians have often read the subsequent 
transformation of Western European political culture as a clash between the political es-
tablishment and protest groups. Within this historiography, social movements and their 
94 Zimmermann, Lebenswelt und Politik, p. 223.
95 5eferenFes to &als· faPil\ ; : to &als  : : to &als  $non to &als 
 / - B to &als  H . M ' to &als n d F ' to &als  . 3 
to &als n d 5 . to &als  6FKool Flass elePentar\ sFKool 6t MiFKaelsFKool *ro-
ningen) to Cals, 23.10.1966; H. D. J. P. to Cals, 20.10.1966; C. V. D. W. to Cals, 15.10.1966; P. J. F. T. 
to &als  /  $ 3 to &als  /etter to Ms &als $ 7K 6 & to &als  
to Mr and Mrs 6 2 to &als  $ 3 to &als  - * d V to &als  
J. M. to Cals, 24.10.1966.
96 School class (elementary school St. Michaelschool Groningen) to Cals, 23.10.1966; H. / Mw. 
B H - to &als  5 & . to &als n d 3 5 to &als  V M d 5 5 to &als 
19.10.1966.
97 ª1a dat ook ZiM de Kele naFKt Pet sSanning alles gevolgd Kadden is Ket ons een beKoefte 8 
mede te delen dat wij altijd het volste vertrouwen hebben gehad in U«, H. C. J. to Cals, n. d.).
98 De Jong, Van wie is de burger?, p. 190.
99 Ibid., p. 298.
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repertoire of collective action emerge as the main catalysts of change, promoting anti- 
authoritarian and libertarian interpretations of democracy.100
The culture of civic engagement of the late 1960s, however, tied in with the  democratic 
practices that were initiated in the late 1950s and early 1960s, as I have tried to show here. 
By focusing on the interaction between politicians and the people beyond the arenas of 
party politics and collective action, I have aimed to provide a richer picture of the trans-
formation of Dutch political culture throughout the 1950s and 1960s. Confrontation was 
only one aspect of this transformation. Citizens expressed their political engagement and 
interacted with the sphere of politics through a broad range of communicative practices. 
›The people‹ appeared in different guises: as a representative sample in opinion polls, as 
the interrogators of politicians in TV debates and commentators on political affairs in news 
and current affairs programmes, and as involved and engaged citizens who posted letters 
in suggestion boxes and to their representatives. The arenas of interaction between the for-
Pal Zorld of SolitiFs and tKe ever\da\ ªlifeZorld© of ¿ordinar\¾ Fitizens Zere initiated 
b\ SolitiFians ZKo feared tKat SolitiFal disengagePent underPined dePoFraF\ $lread\ 
in the mid-1950s they started to look for ways to stimulate communication between them-
selves and the people they represented by handing the people meaningful ways to feed the 
political system with their ideas and concerns. The mass media, too, facilitated and ini-
tiated new forms of interaction between politicians and the people as part of their shift from 
a partisan to a public logic. Citizens, thus, were increasingly presented with (re)presenta-
tions of the voice of the people in the highly mediatised political culture of the 1960s, 
ZKiFK ² as tKe letters &als reFeived Kave sKoZn ² enFouraged individual Fitizens to reÁeFt 
on their relationship towards politics and their political representatives.
Most of the democratic practices that emerged out of these efforts continued to play a 
role in tKe s and be\ond 2Sinion Solls and tKe agenFies tKat FonduFted tKeP  ÁourisKed 
polls were at the heart of the mediatisation of politics in these decades, and political par-
ties invested large sums of money in polls in gauging public opinion on party platforms 
and political leadership.101 Suggestion boxes did not disappear but were eclipsed by insti-
tutionalised and more comprehensive forms of employee participation. Personal letters to 
politicians remained an important form of political communication, but thanks to the ac-
tivities of social movements petitioning also re-emerged as an important democratic prac-
tice.102 Television continued to act as an important platform for communication – and 
 confrontation – between politicians and the people in different formats.103 Through these 
practices both politicians and the people articulated new conceptualisations of democra-
cy and political representation that centred on transparency and responsiveness. Politi-
cians were expected to open themselves up to popular interventions and to display their 
responsiveness and receptiveness to the voice of the people. This voice encompassed far 
more than the shouts of demonstrators: it resounded in a range of communicative  practices 
through which new ways of being a politician and a democratic citizen were performed. 
100 Gerd-Rainer Horn 7Ke 6Sirit of · 5ebellion in :estern (uroSe and 1ortK $PeriFa 2[-
ford / New York etc. 2007; see also Piet de Rooy, Ons stipje op de waereldkaart. De politieke 
Fultuur van 1ederland in de negentiende en tZintigste eeuZ $PsterdaP  ZKo argues tKat 
Kistorians Kave overrated tKe iPSaFt of FonÁiFt De Jong, Van wie is de burger?, p. 167.
101 De Jong / Kaal, Mapping the Demos.
102 Petitions had been an important instrument of social and political associations in the 19th cen-
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Maartje Janse, De afschaffers. Publieke opinie, organisatie en politiek in Nederland 1840–
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